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Maybe one day we help you?

CSLI Foundation Cross

These donations are used to finance our projects.
The net profit proceeds from this initiative go 100%
to humanitarian and charitable projects of the CSLI.

More information can be found on our website at

www.lazarus-union.org
"CSLI Foundation Cross"
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Thanks to a special
trust created by the
founders of CSLI, CSLI
is able to honour
donations by awarding
the "CSLI Foundation
Cross" and the "CSLI
Donation Cross" in six
different levels each.
The crosses are awar-
ded to individuals as
an expression of
appreciation and grati-
tude and as a decora-
tion in exchange for a
donation.
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Various impressions of
LAZARUS UNION activities
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work Joy

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

We are an independent private relief organisation
following the ideals and the spirit of St. Lazarus. We
are united by the tasks of bringing joy to others,
providing disaster relief, attending handicapped
people, and supporting the homeless. We work
solely on a pro bono basis, coming from all sorts of
age and occupation and different social
backgrounds.

We meet all people with respect. We accept them as
they are. We are open to all sorts of people
regardless of which nationality, ethnicity, religion,
age, social standing, and background.

We put the quality of human relations above all. We
provide room for development of self-esteem and
human skill.

We continuously respond to new challenges. Team
spirit unites us. There are manifold chances to
develop spiritually and personally.

We guarantee certainty and transparency to all
friends and sponsors for their donations. We use all
resources provided in an appropriate, competent,
economical, and responsible way.

In regard with our mission statement we accept
every person as unique as they are. Our doing and
thinking is guarded by humanly love, trust,
attentiveness, joy, responsibility, strength, and the
preparedness to do reconciliation.

The main principles of the CSLI are tolerance,
humility, mercy and charity.

Everybody can do something.
Let us TOGETHER provide

new perspectives.

Author:
Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt
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All real actions as well as execution of projects including
financing and responsibility is is the task of the various
sub-organisations und local unions and shall in principle stick
to the following emphases:

-  Provide joy to other fellow humans
-  Disaster support
-  Support for handicapped humans
-  Support for the homeless

The own initiatives of the LAZARUS UNION in Austria are
restricted to the Music Corps, maintenance of international
relationships (e.g. with the United Nations), organising
conferences and trainings where every participant has
(according to the statutes) to cover personal costs, and logistic
support for possible international activities and assignments.

The principal orientation of the LAZARUS UNION is under the
responsibility of the board of management in consultation with
the directorate and the general assembly. The operative
leadership is the task of the Union Commander. He is the
direct superior of all subsequent structures and officers  of the
LAZARUS UNION.

The LAZARUS UNION cares for all logistic issues regarding
uniforms and the various signs and insignia. Only the
LAZARUS UNION may after a personal request grant any
member personally the permission to wear uniform and the
insignia of the LAZARUS UNION and these privileges can be
revoked. This is also valid for using logos and all signs by the
local organisations.

All nominations and promotions are in the responsibility of the
Union Commander who can delegate these tasks to
subordinate officers of the LAZARUS UNION.

The Tasks of the LAZARUS
The LAZARUS UNION as such can in principle be compared
to a "concern holding organisation" of the various
independently and autonomously working local groups and
unions affiliated with the union, often with their own legal
status. By this "holding functionality" of the LAZARUS UNION
these sub-organisations are joined and get their "superior
home."

The LAZARUS UNION performs all coordination tasks and
supervises the world-wide activities of the various
organisations with regard to the mission statement and the
principles of the Lazarus Union while providing largely
individual freedom according to the local possibilities. All
members are working on a pro-bono basis!
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CSLI Uniform
The CSLI is a uniform-wearing relief organisation and as
such openly acts against the current ousting of all forms
of uniforms from official support and rescue services.
Every active CSLI service man/woman is responsible for
obtaining his/her uniform and all accessories at his/her
own expenses. But sustaining members not wanting to
wear uniform are most welcome to assist in plain clothes
during various operations like air days or homeless and
handicapped persons support events. There is no
compulsion whatsoever in the CSLI to wear uniform.

After being awarded its "special consultative status" with
the United Nations LAZARUS UNION members in
uniform also wear the blue beret with the LAZARUS
UNION UN-NGO insignia at certain occasions (see
picture).

In case of an emergency the
LAZARUS UNION cooperates
with other units wearing uniform.
Without the corresponding
hierarchy and command structure
every mission would be chaotic,
most unprofessional, and
therefore dangerous.

For those reasons the LAZARUS
UNION has decided to implement
the usual international principles
regarding the structure of such
units and the corresponding
identifications of rank and
command structures by wearing
uniforms representing those
structures with signs of rank and
function. We do this with pride,
joy, and esprit de corps.



CSLI world-wide:

As of January 1st, 2015, the CSLI has more than 18,000
members and is represented world-wide on all
continents and in over 80 different countries by local
organisations and groups, delegations, or individuals.

CSLI Europe
CSLI Africa
CSLI North America
CSLI Latin America
CSLI Middle East
CSLI Asia and Far East
CSLI Oceania

LEGENDE
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LAZARUS UNION
Command Structure

An organisation as large and active on a
world-wide basis as the LAZARUS UNION needs a
clear and manageable command structure. It has
to be avoided that the various commands have too
many immediate subordinates. The allows for
efficient and very personal ties to the immediate
staff and delegates responsibility down to the
smallest unit.

Every commander is fully responsible for his area
and also does have the power to promote his team
to a rank one step below his own.
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Especially in our times many projects are "overstuffed"
and "overmanaged." The reason for this often is trivial:
The higher the medial interest for and the prestige of a
social project the easier it is to access the "donation
fountain."

The CSLI tries the exact opposite:

-  AWAY with "spectacular" events!
-  AWAY with "expensive" events!
-  AWAY with "mass events!"

We return, or at least try hard, to the roots of mutual
aid on the "small" scale.



The history of the
LAZARUS UNION
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Established in 2006 as a subsidiary association of the
1973 founded "Saint Lazarus Volunteers (LHW Lazarus
Hilfswerk)" named "Lazarus Hilfswerk Landesgruppe
Lower Austria - LHWNÖ".
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February 2007: separation from the "Saint Lazarus
Volunteers". Autonomy and change of name to "Lazarus
Hilfswerk Ostarrichi - LHWO".

Caused by a lawsuit forged by the "Saint Lazarus
Volunteers" based on "similarities of name" change of
name to "Corps Saint Lazare Ostarrichi (St. Lazarus
Corps Ostarrichi) - CSLO".

March 2008: VOLUNTARILY and full subordination under
the protectorate of the PIA UNIO "Order of the Knights of
St. Lazarus of Jerusalem, Grand Priory of Austria, shortly
Order of Lazarus". The CSLO sets up of a Board of
Directors consisting of the highest members of the
Chapter of the Order of Lazarus. The Order grants the
status of "official relief organisation of the Order of
Lazarus" to the CSLO.

On September 2nd, 2008, the CSLO was dissolved by the
Board of Directors because of disagreements between
the Board and the Executive Committee and on
September 16th, 2008, it was re-established as CORPS
SAINT LAZARE INTERNATIONAL (Stank Lazarus Corps
International), briefly CSLI. The CSLI cooperates with all
organisations and sub-groups of the Order of Lazarus,
who accept this cooperation, on a worldwide basis and
presents the acquired know how without any limitations.

After reaching more than 2600 members worldwide, the
constituent general assembly was held on June 27th,
2009. The founder of the CSLI, Senator h.c. Wolfgang
Steinhardt, was elected for four years as the first
president of the CSLI.

To keep pace with the world-wide fast growth of the CSLI
and its different formations on September 7th 2009, 2010,
the LAZARUS UNION was founded as a world-wide
umbrella organisation for the various CSLI groups in more
than 50 countries and with more than 11.000 members
already. It is registered and recognised officially under the
Austrian ZVR registration number 023914681. The
constituent general assembly was held on December 8th,
2010, with Senator h.c. Wolfgang Steinhardt being
elected as president and Union Commander Mrs. Dr.med.
Martina Mitter as vice president, both for a period of four
years.

"Sword of Freedom-Corps"
LAZARUS UNION

The Sword of Freedom - Corps is a registered, humanitarian,
international peace and relief organisation (NGO) inside and
under the umbrella of the LAZARUS UNION. In more than 120
countries it supervises, maintains and supports various national
and international aid projects. Its purpose is to promote and
support needy, sick, disabled and elderly people. Individual
sections are active worldwide through financial, material and
personal assistance where necessary in cases of poverty,
misery and disaster.

"Help where the heart demands action": In the field of social
welfare the SOF Corps regularly organises fundraisers and
fundraising projects for the benefit of charitable purposes.
Various aid projects are supported in the Philippines, Nepal,
Africa, India and Thailand, as well as projects in Europe and
South America. This support extends from assisting
humanitarian aid delivery and the use of medical auxiliary corps
to the pastoral care of the needy.



(continuation)
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In March 2013, the LAZARUS UNION was registered as
NGO by the United Nations Organisation (UNO).

On June 21st, 2013, the Castle of Kreuzenstein nearby
Vienna became the titular seat of the Knighthood of
Honour of the Lazarus Union after approval by the owner
of the castle, Hans-Christian Count Wilczek.

May 2014: The LAZARUS UNION as a registered and
accredited NGO is proud to now announce officially that
the LAZARUS UNION has been awarded "SPECIAL
CONSULTATIVE STATUS" with the United Nations
ECOSOC (Economic and SocialCouncil). A big honour
and distinction for the LAZARUS UNION but also for all
the members who have made this success possible.

January 2015: Our new  statutes  § 18 a (2014) states: "…
the CSLI commits itself to neutrality towards all groups of
the Order Saint of Lazarus and will refrain from any
partisanship…."  This passage excludes definitely any
affiliation to a specific "Lazarus Group" or any "Order of St.
Lazarus". Indeed this makes it necessary to check all
alliances if they commit a breach of this self-declared
neutrality. For this reason the Lazarus Union converts the
current affiliation with the "Hospitaller Order of St. Lazarus
of Jerusalem of the United Grand Priories" in a
"cooperative friendship" effective with January 15th, 2015.
Therefore the Lazarus Union is not affiliated as member or
"sister organisation" with any "Lazarus Groups" or "Orders
of St. Lazarus" and as UN-NGO registered organisation in
"Special Consultative Status with the United Nations
(ECOSOC)" completely independent.

Since January 1st, 2012, the Lazarus Union, together with
the Knighthood of Honour of the Lazarus Union, as
independence aid organisation, is under the protection of
the United Grand Priories of the Hospitaller Order of Saint
Lazarus of Jerusalem. The LAZARUS UNION is not a part
of this organisation.

On January 15th, 2011, the CORPS SAINT LAZARUS
AUSTRIA (Sankt Lazarus Korps Österreich) CSLA was
officially founded in its constituent assembly and
registered under the Austrian ZVR number 451929423 and
officially recognised as an association by the state. At the
same time all Austrian members of the CORPS SAINT
LAZARE INTERNATIONAL have been recognised as
CSLA members and all non-Austrian members as
LAZARUS UNION members, all with their respective
function and rank. The (old) CORPS SAINT LAZARE
INTERNATIONAL was then officially and unanimously
dissolved by the general assembly.

Naval Comradeship
Vice Admiral Archduke Ferdinand Max

ZVR Register no.: 882175885

Spargelfeldstrasse 162/Haus 196
A-1220 Vienna, Austroa, Europe



Knighthood of Honour

LAZARUS

UNION

of the

Since June 2013 Kreuzenstein Castle has become
the official seat of the LAZARUS UNION and its
Knighthood of Honour. The owner and lord of the
castle - Hans-Christian Count Wilczek - has on
June 21st, 2013, given his approval that Castle
Kreuzenstein may be named as "official titular
seat" of the LAZARUS UNION and its Knighthood
of Honour.
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We selected the name  rich in history "Vice Admiral
Archduke Ferdinand Max" on purpose and the union
was founded on December 8th, 2010, by electing the
board. On January 8th, 2011, the union was registered
in the Austrian union registry under the ZVR id
882175885.

Archduke Ferdinand Max was a brother of the Austrian
Emperor Franz Joseph I and is better known as
"Maximilian I, Emperor of Mexico". A warship bearing
the same name was the flagship of Admiral Tegetthoff,
the victor in the battle of Lissa 1866, and was an
instrumental part in the victory of the Austrian navy by
ramming the Italian flagship "Re d'Italia."
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Later there was another battle ship in the Austrian navy
bearing the same name. To do justice to these historic
memories and to prove ourselves worthy of this tradition
is besides our charity commitment the most important
goal of the union.



"… the non-commercially organised union has the purpose to

support camaraderie and tradition of the former Austro-

Hungarian navy, world-wide seafaring, and promotion the ideas

of inland water navigation and seafaring…"

Excerpt from the statutes:

Flag of the Naval Comradeship:

This is the text of our statutes. Austria today has no access to the sea

and so also no navy. But we do have a big naval tradition which

needs to be cultivated and preserved.
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THE KNIGHTHOOD

True orders of knighthood (i.e. those recognised by the
Roman Catholic Church as such) are the Order of
Malta, the Teutonic Order and the Order of the Holy
Grave. Beside those, nowadays there is a number of
other organisations calling themselves "orders of
knighthood".

Those organizations are "knightly associations" at the
best, whose members try more or less to accomplish
the traditional knightly virtues and (try to) live in
accordance with the organisation's constitution,
statutes, codex of honour or whatever the name of the
relevant document may be.

The CSLI is far from commenting on or evaluating of
those "modern knighthoods", as it does not behove her
at all. Everyone, who acts in a knightly way - under
whatever conditions and circumstances - deserves the
full respect of CSLI.

On the contrary! The traditional virtues of the old
knighthood have not lost their importance today. All
attempts to accomplish those virtues and all the effort to
move also others to accomplish them are nowadays
even more important and necessary than anytime
before.

The CSLI, as a voluntary, humanitarian, charitable and
world-wide organisation, would like to promote those
virtues (faith, hope, love, mercy, wisdom, justice,
courage, and temperance) whenever and wherever
possible, and therefore (although not being a proper
order of knighthood) it was decided to introduce the
symbolic "Knighthood of Honour".

8

Naval Comradeship
Vice Admiral

Archduke Ferdinand Max
MK-EFM

For navy fans we have the

The Naval Comradeship is a full member of the
LAZARUS UNION



THE AWARD

Every CSLI staff officer can send a petition for the
Knighthood of Honour to the Presidium of the CSLI.
The petition for an award to a third person can also be
sent by not less then three CSLI staff officers.

Usually the grades of the Knighthood of Honour
(Knight/Dame of Honour, Knight/Dame Commander of
Honour, Knight/Dame Grand Commander of Honour,
Grand Cross Knight/Dame of Honour, Collar
Knight/Collar Dame of Honour) are awarded in the
order mentioned, but under the special circumstances -
mainly by non-members of the CSLI - the respect could
be paid also to the social position, age and the
reputation of the future CSLI Knight of Honour. But as a
general rule the "skipping" of grades should be
avoided. The award of the Knighthood of Honour is
always accompanied with the extraordinary
membership in the CSLI (without member fees).

The petition has to be accompanied with substantiation
and relevant documents. All the charitable and
humanitarian activities of the petitioner should be
documented, as well as the involvement at the Fire
Fighters, Red Cross and similar organisations, in the
elderly, disabled and homeless care facilities and the
personal involvement in the furtherance of the universal
peace and understanding between the nations.

9

LAZARUS UNION
Basic Declaration
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The CSLI is open for all humans regardless of race,
ethnic origin, religion, social standing, sex, age, and
regardless of their affiliation to any associations,
societies, and orders whatsoever as long as they follow
the ecumenic humanitarian principles given by the
principle of St. Lazarus. Everybody who feels obliged to
these principles and is willing to work for these
principles is heartily welcome in the CSLI. The CSLI is
committed to strict neutrality against all groups of the
Order of St Lazarus and will refrain from taking any
sides.

The CSLI considers itself to be an international relief
organisation especially for the Military and Hospitaller
Order of St. Lazarus of Jerusalem (United Grand
Priories and for ALL other "Lazarus groups" and will
cooperate on an international basis with all of them if
they wish to do so. The CSLI is committed to balance, to
tolerance, and to brotherly love.

The Association is non-political and nondeno-

minational.

Despite the fact that the CSLI is an organisation in
uniform its basic principles are pacifistic, oriented on
peace, understanding, reconciliation and disapprove-
ment of all and any forms of violence. So the CSLI is not
to be seen as any form of "defence policy" organisation
(of any kind) and does not have any ambitions in this
direction.

This basic declaration can only be altered by
decision of the GA with a ¾ majority of valid cast
votes.

As preparation since 2015 the status of "Knight
Expectant" has been created.

The chapter decides after a careful discussion by voting
by ballot. The result of this voting is binding and cannot
be challenged. The voting can be repeated two times
and the third voting should not take place on the same
day. The award is approved only if the voting is
UNANIMOUS. The chapter is appointed by the grand
master.



All formations can be booked directly with band
master and music representative Friedrich Lentner
(e-mail: f.lentner@aon.at).
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THE INVESTITURE

It seems important to us and worth mentioning explicitly
that this investiture ceremony for the CSLI Knighthood
of Honour is held in order to continue the tradition of
knighthood. The "attitude" that is BEHIND this accolade
is MORE important than the ceremony itself.

It does neither therefore claim any authenticity nor
intends to "copy" similar ceremonies of other
associations and organisations. There will always be
similarities, which lies in the very nature of things, but
different distinct features of our understanding of such
ceremonies do exist.

We consider it, for example, not correct that the
candidates kneel in front of "Grand Masters" and other
"dignitaries" if they do not belong to the Clergy of a
religious community. One kneels (in our opinion) only in
front of God, and the dignitaries of the church and NOT
in front of a human (like you and me)!

This point of view also directs the following procedure
for investiture in the CSLI Knighthood of Honour. This
investiture ceremony will be simple and short, but will
correspond to the dignity of this award and, above all,
will not interfere with, or violate, the personal and
religious beliefs of the future CSLI Knight of Honour.
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50% of all net profits of such performances go
into Lazarus Union charitable projects. The
performance can held in white full dress.



PERSONAL COAT OF ARMS

EPILOG

Every CSLI Knight of Honour has the right to use a
personal coat of arms in accordance of his rank,
together with his own personal family coat of arms,
or he can create his own personal coat of arms
using this schema during his CSLI Knighthood of
Honour.

This coat of arms shall symbolise the ancestry, the
occupation, a personal symbol, or a motto. This
coat of arm is also depicted on his personal banner
which is used for ceremonial occasions like an
investiture ceremony.

It shall again be mentioned here that the LAZARUS
UNION Knighthood of Honour is independent of
any fees or purchase of insignia and knight's coat.
These visible signs of the honour are awarded
symbolically during the ceremony. But the Knight of
Honour is entitled to purchase these things so they
become personal possessions.

Samples of such banners

The big band was founded by Friedrich Lentner
already in 2002. Many of the musicians he
assembled are professional musicians and played
in various other big bands in and around Vienna for
several years already.

The band has a broad performance portfolio, from
birthday serenades to big band mornings and
concerts to great balls and company events. Also
the instrumentation can vary from 9 musicians up
to the full big band with 20 musicians as required.

We also do have singers like for example our W.
"Frankie" Warner who has donated himself to the
interpretation of the music of Frank Sinatra. So we
do also have a two hour Frank Sinatra show in our
repertoire where we present the greatest hits of this
unforgettable singer and entertainer in original
arrangements. This show already did have great
success in Austria and Germany.
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"VIRIBUS UNITIS"



Music by Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Harry
James, Tommy Dorsey, Benny Goodman, Woody
Herman, Glenn Miller, the voice of Frank Sinatra,
Ella Fitzgerald, Billy Holiday, to name but a few as
well as the many instrumental soloists enchant us
just the same way as they did enchant humans in
their days.

The Lazarus Union Big Band arose from the
already existing Vienna-Skyline-Bigband of our
music officer Friedrich Lentner. With this band we
do have the possibility to pay tribute to the great
musicians of the big band era.

LAZARUS UNION
BIG BAND

LAZARUS UNION
ENSEMBLES

For investitures, celebrations, or representation
purposes we offer ensembles of various sizes.
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The Guard Honour of the

LAZARUS UNION

12



To represent the CSLI during its own events and
missions and also to be present accordingly during
festivities of friendly organisations, orders, and
associations, the "LAZARUS UNION Guard of
Honour" was founded in 2009.

This unit also is the keeper of insignia like flag and
signal horn and consists of committed young
members also acting as marshals during our
events like CSLI Air Day for the handicapped,
investitures, and similar events. Each member of
the Guard of Honour is requested to be a fully
trained air marshal.

GUARD OF HONOUR

lazarus-union@chello.at - Subject "Guard of Honour"

Applications for the Guard of Honour at

MUSIC CORPS

The Lazarus Union Music Corps was brought into
being by Friedrich Lentner in 2012. The music
formation can very individually be adapted to fit
various performances. Formations are possible
starting from a brass quartet or quintet up to a full
scale brass orchestra with 30 players. All music
styles can be played although there is a preference
for Viennese music and traditional marches.

During deployments the sounding body will be
supplemented by our own sutlers and a standard
bearer. Since March 2013 full member of the
Viennese Brass Band Organisation. Many
musicians have served at the Austrian Army
Guards Music Corps and so it is obvious that there
are many contacts.
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LAZARUS UNION Banner of Honour
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LAZARUS
UNION
Bugle of
Honour



AWARDS
The LAZARUS UNION grants the following awards
based on the statutes, according to strict guidelin es
and in accordance with the objectives of the CSLI:
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-  Flame of Mercy
-  Lazarus Cross of the Union
-  Lazarus Medal
-  Cross of Freedom
-  The Union's Lazarus Cross for science
-  CSLI Cross of Merit
-  CSLI Cross of Honour and Special Awards
-  CSLI Mission Cross
-  CSLI Medal of Humanity

The person to be awarded a decoration is in the centre
of interest and shall be honoured publicly by the award.

This ruling ensures on one hand that the decorated
persons can enjoy a corresponding appreciation of their
merit (without having to care about material costs) but on
the other hand NO donation money will be spent by the
CSLI for the award.

This honour being awarded to the per-
on is declared publicly by a corre-
sponding decree but this does not hold
any obligation (also not for the person
nominating somebody for an award!) to
buy the wearable insignia of this award!

We must once again try to come back to the
fundamental idea of an award putting idealistic
intangible assets before material tangibles. In ancient
Greece it was only a laurel sprig which was handed over
to an Olympic winner as sign of his merit and honour.

A CSLI award will be granted in a fitting degree
according to the merits earned and with the handover of
the decree the awarded person (or the nominating
person) is entitled to acquire by purchase the
corresponding insignia. This purchase is absolutely
VOLUNTARILY and is in no way connected to the actual
award.

On the basis of donations to other organisations

Anyone donating a minimum amount of EUR 50.- (or the
equivalent in other currencies) to a charitable humanitarian
NGO organisation (in Austria an approved charity organisation
with "Spendengütesiegel") is entitled to file an application for
themselves requesting to be awarded the Union's Lazarus
Cross. The application form together with proof of the
donation shall be mailed to the LAZARUS UNION via email:
lazarus-union@chello.at Subject "Union Cross" or by
conventional mail. Once every month a board will examine all
contributions and select the highest ten donations for an
award. Yet a specific amount is no requirement for an award.
Obviously the rule is: the higher the amount the greater the
probability for an award. This rule shall ensure that the
donation is in the centre of the focus and not the award. So
when making the donation the donators themselves do not
know "how big the reward" will be. For this way of awarding
there will be a small fee (see our homepage).

Anyone who has notice of persons acting in charitable
humanitarian ways worth an award is entitled to file an
application directed to the board of management of the
Lazarus Union that these persons shall be awarded. The
application form shall be mailed to the LAZARUS UNION via
email: lazarus-union@chello.at Subject "Union Cross" or by
conventional mail. Such application will be examined by a
board and in case of a positive decision the respective level of
the award will be decided on. "Lazarus Crosses" awarded this
way will AS A BASIC PRINCIPLE be awarded at no charges.
This implies that also all insignia cost contributions will be
waived. By this the donators of this award ensure that the
award is not for sale and as such is a valuable and REAL
honour not everybody can have as there are no commercial
interests in this award. The receiver will be informed and a
ceremonial handover agreed.

Awarding Guidelines

On the basis of an application to the board of the
LAZARUS UNION

By filing any application for this award these terms and
conditions are accepted and agreed on.

For the LAZARUS UNION the fact is important that this
award can NOT just be purchased. One has to DO
something to get it.
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Lazarus Cross
of the Union
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This definitely is one of the most exceptional awards
not only regarding its looks but also its awarding
guidelines.

Helping respective organisations
without question!

In its tradition as a non-partisan and inter-
denominational organisation, the LAZARUS UNION
has founded the "Lazarus Cross of the Union" as a
visible thank you for ALL benefactors that have
given support, through donations large or small, to
an organisation of their choice.

We are of the firm conviction that supporting any charitable

organisation ultimately serves the same purpose as our aims.

Therefore, for the LAZARUS UNION, it does not matter what the

political, religious or spiritual orientation of a charity is, as long as the

guarantee is given that the donations have the 'seal of approval' of

meeting our underlying guidelines.

This LAZARUS UNION award is to thank people who are engaged in

charitable activities, working for peace and reconciliation and

standing up for others, and also OTHER organisations that meet our

donations 'seal of approval' (e.g. the Red Cross, UN agencies,

Doctors Without Borders, Fire Services, the Samaritans, Caritas,

Diakonia, the Weiße Möwe flying club, Vinzi Rast-Corti Haus, etc.,

etc.).

The LAZARUS UNION, which sees itself as an international umbrella

organisation and is registered as an NGO at the United Nations and

the European Union, deliberately does not award itself this Cross for

organisational reasons. However, the Union would like to give all

members, and especially non-members, the opportunity to receive

this recognition of their charitable work.

This has never been done before!
The LAZARUS UNION is taking a new (and
unconventional) path here!


